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ABSTRACT. A p-adic analogue of a recent algebraic independence criterion of

Adams is proved. It is then applied to construct Liouville type p-adic continued

fractions of the kinds first considered by Ruban, and by Schneider.

1. Introduction. Various attempts to create a satisfactory continued fraction

theory in the p-adic setting have been made, e.g. in Mahler [8, 9], Ruban [10], and

Schneider [11]. While the two continued fraction algorithms of Ruban and Schnei-

der mimic the classical one more closely than those of Mahler, the two (p-adic)

continued fractions of Mahler, which are intentionally constructed via best approx-

imants, naturally yield better approximation results. However, a serious drawback

of Mahler's continued fractions in comparison to those of Ruban and Schneider is

the lack of representation uniqueness, and this in a way is reflected by the fact that

the continued fractions of Ruban and Schneider can be used to characterize rational

numbers (see Bundschuh [3] and Laohakosol [6]), but those of Mahler cannot. As

seen from [3 and 6], there do exist rational numbers with periodic p-adic contin-

ued fractions and this indicates difficulties, or probably failures, in obtaining any

analogue of Lagrange's classical contribution relating quadratic surds to periodic

continued fractions. All in all, we may safely say that no existing p-adic continued

fraction algorithm possesses as many desirable properties as the classical algorithm.

All is not lost, however, since many other properties such as metric properties

do have p-adic analogues (see e.g. Ruban [10]). This paper deals with the algebraic

independence of Liouville type continued fractions, another aspect in which both

the classical and the p-adic theories bear similar fruits. In short, we shall obtain

certain p-adic analogues of results that recently appeared in Adams [1].

2. Notation.

p    a fixed rational prime,

the corresponding p-adic valuation,

normalized so that |p|p = 1/p,

the usual absolute valuation,

Z    the ring of rational integers,

Q    the field of rational numbers,

Zp    the ring of p-adic integers,

pZp     := {pz; z e Zp},

/     := {b G Q; b = C-jp-j + c_J + ,p->+1 + ■ • • + c0

for some positive integer j,

ct G {0,1,... ,p - 1} for all i with C-j / 0}.
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3. Ruban continued fractions (RCF).  Following Ruban [10], see also §2 of

Laohakosol [6], any number a G pZp — {0} can be uniquely represented by an RCF

(3.1) a=-—-     :=RCF[bo,b1,b2,...},

b0 +--—

h +
b2 + ■■■

where each bk = '$2l=_nCiPl G / (n G N) if l/ak is written as 5Z°î_n ciV% i and

ak+i = l/ak - bk, a0 = a, with ct G {0,1,... ,p - 1}. Define

A-i = l,    A0 = 0,    S_i=0,    fl0 = L

Ak+i =bkAk + Ak-i,    Bk+i=bk8k + Bk-i       (¿ = 0,1,*.,..).

Then the fcth convergent of the RCF of a is

Ak/8k = RCF[60, h,... ,6fc_i]        (k = 1,2,... ).

Since the partial quotients, 6¿'s, Ak, and Bk are all rational, not necessarily integral,

it is convenient to introduce an associated continued fraction

(3-2) -^-     :=RCFfro/&,7i/Ä,72//?2,...],

ßo +-2-
A'+    12

ß2 + ■ ■ ■

where 70 = |&o|p, In = \KK-i\p (n > 1), ßn = bn\bn\p (n > 0). Clearly, the

partial numerators 7« and the partial denominators ßn of the associated continued

fraction (3.2) are positive integers. We similarly define the fcth convergent of (3.2)

to be

Ak/Bk := RCF[7o/7?o, li/ßu ■ ■ ■, lk-i/ßk-i]        (k = 1,2,... ),

where A-x = 1, A0 = 0, ß_i =0, B0 = 1,

(3.3)      Ak+i= ßkAk+ikAk-i,    Bk+1= ßkBk + -fkBk-!        (k = 1,2,... ).

The RCF (3.1) and its associated continued fraction (3.2) are equivalent in the

sense that Ak/Bk = Ak/Bk for every k > 1. The following lemma summarizes

basic properties of RCF and its associated continued fraction which will be needed

later.

LEMMA 1.   Let the notation be as set up at the beginning of this section.  Then

for k > 1, we have

(i) \a - Ak/Bk\p = \a - Ak/Bk\p = \b2b2 ■ ■ ■ b^Mp1 > 0,

(ii) Mk :=mäx(Ak,Bk) < p2k-l\blb2 ■ ■ ■ b2_2bk-i\p.

PROOF. For the proof of (i), see e.g. Laohakosol [6]. To prove (ii), from defini-

tion, we see that

1 < ßk < 7fc - 1        [k > 1).

This together with the fact that the sequences of positive integers (^4^), (Bk) and

hence (Mk) are strictly increasing imply, using also (3.3),

Mk+1 < (27* - 1)M*       (k > 1).

By induction, using this last inequality and the recurrence relations (3.3), (ii) im-

mediately follows.
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4. Schneider continued fractions (SCF).  Following Schneider [11], see also

Bundschuh [3], any number a G pZp — {0} can be uniquely represented by an SCF

-     :=SCF{a0/b0,ai/b1,a2/b2:...},
h ai
On H-

a2

b2 + ■ ■ ■

where each a% = ps for some positive integer s = s (i) and bx G {1, 2,... ,p — 1} if

ak is written as X^-SC*P1' an(^

ak
ak = -—■-,        q0 = a.

bk + ak+i

Define

A-i = 1,    ß-i=0,    Ao = 0,    B0 = l,

Ak+i=bkAk + akAk-i,    Bk = bkBk + akBk_i        (k = 0,1,2,... ).

Then

Ak/Bk = SCF[a0/6o,..., ofc-i/6*_i]        (k = 1,2,... )

represents the kth convergent of the SCF of a. The next lemma summarizes basic

properties of SCF to be used later.

LEMMA 2. Let the notation be as set up the beginning of this section. Then for

k > 1, we have

(i) \a - Ak/Bk\p = (aocu ■ ■ ■ ak)~l > 0,

(ii) Mk := max(/lfc, Bk) < a0ai ■ ■ ■ ak-i-

PROOF. By induction, we have

a   in (-l)fca0ai ■ • • ak ti.^r,\
a- Ak Bk= —-5—--r fc>0,

Bk(akBk + akBk-i)

where ak — bk + SCF[ak+i/bk+i,ak+2/bk+2,...}.   (i) now follows by noting that

for each k,

\Bk\p = \ak\p = 1, \ak\p < 1.

(ii) is easily checked by induction.

5. Liouville type algebraic independence. In this section, we establish

a p-adic analogue of a recent Liouville type algebraic independence criterion of

Adams [1], The proof is quite close to that given in Adams [1] (see also Flicker [5],

Laohakosol and Ubolsri [7], Shiokawa [12]).

THEOREM 3. Let a\,a2,... ,an be n numbers in pZp — {0}. Let A^.j, B^j

(N = 1, 2,... ; j — 1,2,... ,n) be rational integers with

MNú = max.(\An¿\, \Bn,j\) —* oo        (N —> oo).

For j = 2,... ,n, assume that

(5.1) lim   \<*i-i-Ay-i/B".f-i\v=0.
N—oo       \atj - An,j/Bn,j\p
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Further assume that for each j = 1,2,... ,n and all positive integers D, there is an

N0 — N0(D) such that for all N > N0,

(5.2) 0 < \a, - ANij/BNtj\p < (MN,i ■ ■ • MN<i)-D.

Then ot\, a2,..., an are algebraically independent.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, (5.2) implies that a.\ is

a p-adic Liouville number (see Mahler [9, p. 56]). It is thus transcendental, and

we are done in this case. Now consider n > 1. Assume that the result were false;

then there would exist a nonzero polynomial P(X\,... ,X„) with rational integral

coefficients of minimal total degree such that P(a\,a2,... ,an) = 0. Expanding

the polynomial P about ct\,..., an, we get

p(xu. ..,xn) = Yl c(") (*i - Qir ■ • • (*» - a")"">

where (v) = (i/\,..., vn). For i = 1,..., n, set C, = C(1/) where (u) has a 1 in the

îth coordinate and a 0 everywhere else. We thus have

Cn = -jrr-P(ai,...,an).
t7An

We claim that Cn / 0. For Cn = 0 would imply dP(Xx,..., Xn)/dXn = 0, or else

there would exist a nonzero polynomial of smaller total degree than P vanishing

at cx\,..., an. But then Xn did not occur in the polynomial P and we obtain that

(*!,... ,an_i are algebraically dependent, contradicting the induction hypothesis,

and the claim is verified. Now putting

6t(N) = AN,i/BN,i - at        {i = 1,..., n),

we get

,       s      P(An,i/Bn,1t ■ ■ ,AN,n/BN,n)

(,j =6n(N){(C161(N)/Sn(N) + ---

+ Cn-1Sn-1(N)/6n(N) + Cn) + 0(\6n(N)\p)},

where \6n(N)\p = max.(\6i(N)\p; i = l,...,n) by (5.1). The expression inside the

curly bracket is not 0 for N large because of (5.1) and the fact that Cn ^ 0. Since

6n(N) ^ 0, we thus see that

P(An,i/Bn,i, ■ ■ ,,AN,n/BN,n) =£ 0    for sufficiently large N.

Now denote by Di,..., Dn the degree of P in X\,..., Xn, respectively. Thus

Bn\BN% ' ' ' B^nP(ANA/BNtl,. . .,AN,n/BN,n)

is a nonzero rational integer and so

\Bn,i ' ' ' B^nP(ANA/BN,i,..., AN,n/BN,n)\ < KM%\ ■ ■ ■ M^n,

where K = K(a\,..., an, P) is a constant. By the product formula, we then have

(5.4) \P(AN,l/BN,l,, • • , AN,n/BN,n)\p

> |ß£li ■ • • B^nP(AnA/BN,l,, ■ ■ , AN,n/BN,n)\p

>(KM°\---M°:n)-1-
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On the other hand, by the strong triangle inequality and (5.3), we get for all N

large,

,e ^ \P(AN,l/BN,l, ■ ■ ■ , AN,n/BN,n)\p < \CnSn(N)\p
(5.5)

< K \an — AN,n/BN,n\p,

where K' = K'(a\,..., an,P) is a constant. Now (5.4) and (5.5) together violate

(5.2) and this completes the proof.

REMARKS. There is another similar algebraic independence criterion due to

Bundschuh and Wallisser [4, Corollary 2]. It may be of interest to state and compare

it with our result above. For simplicity, we only consider the case of two numbers.

THEOREM (BUNDSCHUH AND WALLISSER). Let ax,a2 be two numbers in

pZp — {0}. To each natural number D, if there exist rational integers A\,B\

(^0), Al,B2 (¿0) such that

(5.6) |a151-J41|p< (2M)
-2D

(5-7) 0 < \a2B2 - A2\p < (2M)~2D\alB1 - Atf,

where M = max(\Ai\,\Bx\,\A2\,\B2\), then a\ and a2 are algebraically indepen-

dent.

(Originally, Bundschuh and Wallisser proved this result with B\ = B2.)

Though Bundschuh and Wallisser's criterion requires only two pairs of approx-

imants A\/B\ and A2/B2, rather than two sequences as in Theorem 3, the two

conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are evidently more relaxed than (5.6) and (5.7). Conse-

quently, we shall briefly note at the ends of the next two sections that the classes

of algebraically independent (p-adic) continued fractions obtainable via Theorem 3

are larger than those obtainable through Bundschuh and Wallisser's criterion.

6. Liouville type RCFs. In this section, we apply Theorem 3 to construct a

class of algebraically independent RCFs of Liouville type.

THEOREM 4.   Let ai,... ,an be n numbers in pZp — {0} with RCFs

ctj =RCF[bo,j,bltj,b2tJ....}        (j = l,...,n).

Suppose there are constants r, r > 1 and a function g(i) for i = 1,2,... with

g(i) —► oo (i —> oo), and a subsequence of positive integers N\ < N2 < ■■■ such

that for all N = 0,1,...  and j = 2,3,..., n we have

(6.1) |6jv,i|p>(v/2|6,v-mIp)t'í        (k=l,...,N),

(6-2) \bN,j-i\p>r\bN,j\P,

(6.3) \bntj\p>\t>Trt-i,i\l{i>.

Then a\,..., an are algebraically independent.

PROOF. We need only verify the hypotheses of Theorem 3 with the N of The-

orem 3 replaced by the 7V¿ above. To work with rational integers, rather than

rationals, we have to resort to associated continued fractions as described in §3.

Let Ak,j/Bk,3 and Akj/Bkj (k = 1,2,... ; j = 1,... n) be the fcth convergents of
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the RCF of Qj and of its associated continued fraction, respectively. To verify (5.1),

we note from Lemma l(i), the equivalence of associated RCF, and (6.2) that

|Qj-1 - An,,j-i/BN,,j-i\p  __  |Qj-l - An,,j-i/Bn,,j-i\p

\a.j — Anx,jIBn,,]\p \oij — An,,j/Bn,,j\p

_ \bl,jb\,j ' "bN,-l,]bN,,j\p

' H,j-1b'21j_1---b%i_lij_1bNi,j-i\P

< l/r2N' + 1 -* 0        (i-> oo).

To verify (5.2), we see from Lemma l(i) that

0 < \oj - An,j/Bn,j\p = |ooj°ij • ■■bN-i,jbN,]\p1,

and note that it suffices to show that for sufficiently large i

(6.4) Kjblj ' ' ' bN,-i,jbN„j\p > (Mn„iMn„2 ■ ■ ■ MNi!j)D,

where Mk¿ = max(Akj, Bk¿) > 0, and D is a large but fixed positive integer. By

Lemma 1 (ii) and (6.2), for t = 1,... ,j, we have

MN„t < P2;v'-1|6^ô?,i ■ • • bNi-2iM-llt\p       (t = l,...,j)

- P2^"1 r(t-l)(21Vi-l) l60,l°l,l ■ ■ ' °Ar,-2,l°Af,-l,l|p

<p2JV'-1|o^16?il---6^_2,i6iV,-i,i|p.

Thus

(MN„i ■ ■ ■ MN>,3)D < (p^'W-^lftgX, • • ■ ̂,-2,167V,-l,l|p)D

<P>D\bN,-,Al]TD/[T-1)-

But by (6.3), this last term is majorized by the left-hand expression of (6.4) when

i is sufficiently large, and we are done.

REMARKS. Referring to the remarks at the end of §5, in contrast to (6.1), (6.2),

and (6.3), Bundschuh and Wallisser's criterion would require something like

\bNt,i\P > (p|6iv,-i,2|p)/(i),        |*jw4,a|, > \bNl,M(i\

where f(i) and g(i) —♦ oo (i —* oo). Clearly, our Theorem 4 yields a bigger class of

algebraically independent RCFs.

7. Liouville type SCFs. In this section, we exhibit a class of algebraically

independent SCFs of Liouville type. Since the idea of the proof is the same as

that of Theorem 4, we give the full statement of the theorem, but merely sketch its

proof.

THEOREM 5.   Let ai,... ,an be n numbers in pZp — {0} with SCFs

ctj = SCF[a0j/bQtj,aij/b1<j,a2,j/b2j,...}       (j = l,...,n).

Suppose there are constants r, r  >   1  and a function g(i) for i —  1,2,...   with

g(i) —» oo (i —> oo) and a subsequence of positive integers N\ < N2 < ■ ■ ■   such
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that, for all N = 0,1,...  and j = 2,3,..., n, we have

(7.1) aN,i>aTN-k,î        (k = l,...,N),

(7.2) ajvj-i > raNj,

(7.3) aNilJ > "nILi,!-

Then ai,...,an are algebraically independent.

SKETCH OF THE PROOF. To verify (5.1), we note that

|Qj-i - An,,j-i/Bn,,j-i\p _        ao.jQi.j • • -Qjv.j

\ctj — An,,j/Bn,,j\p aoj-iüij-i ••■affi,j-i

< r-(Ni-l) _, Q (i-+oo).

From

0 < \atj — An,j/Bn,j\p — (aojaij ■ ■ -ünj)    ,

to verify (5.2), it suffices to show for i sufficiently large

oojOij ■ --un,,] > (MN,,iMN,,2 ■ --Mn,,])0-

This follows from the following sequence of inequalities.

MN,,t < ao,tai,t •  -aNi-i.t        {t=h---,j)

< a0,iai,i •■■aiVl-i,ir"(i"1)Ar"

< ao,ifli,i • ■ -aNi-1,1,

(MN„i ■ ■ • MN(j)D < (ao.ioi.i ■■■aN,-i.i)jD

< („l+l/T+-+l/rN*-\jD   , JtD/(t-1)
- \aN,-l,l I        ^ aN,-l,l

REMARKS. As with the remarks at the end of §6, in contrast to (7.1), (7.2), and

(7.3), Bundschuh and Wallisser's criterion would require something like

»v     /(') \     9(')
GJV.,1 ¿ aJV,--l,2' aNi,2 C. aN,,li

and clearly, our Theorem 5 gives a bigger class of algebraically independent SCFs.

Some discussion and examples of continued fractions constructed via Bundschuh

and Wallisser's criterion can also be found in Bundschuh [2].
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